







Archaeological Study of Horizontal Stone Chamber at Inba region in the 7th Century
Yuta KAWAMURA
????????
?This paper aims to reconsider the history of the Inba region in the 7th century through an archaeological study 
of the horizontal stone chamber. As a concentration area of Late-Terminal period Kohuns and ancient temples, 
Inba is a notable region to reveal the shift from the Kohun to Kodai period in eastern Japan.
?A problem in understanding this region is the absence of a study on Ryukakuzi-Iwaya Kohun, because of the 
lack of grave goods. However, the mound and horizontal stone chamber remain in excellent condition to address 
this problem. 
?In 2018, the author attempted a three-dimensional measurement of the Ryukakuzi-Iwaya Kohun West chamber 
and two other chambers of the same type (Ryukakuzi-Misoiwaya Kohun and Kamizyuku Kohun). Based on this, 
this study analyzes these chambers from two perspectives: construction techniques and planning.
?From the technological development perspective, this study reveals the construction sequence of these 
chambers and analyzes the change in measurement system in the 7th century. Noteworthy is the planning similarity 
of Iwayakohun’s West chamber and Sengenyamakohun‘s chamber (former ruler’s mound). Presumably, the 
persons who constructed these two mounds belonged to the same branch, and Iwayakohun was a symbol 
integrating the two groups, namely the external and internal. 
?Based on this conclusion, it is necessary to reconsider former interpretations of this problem. According to 
previous studies on Iwayakohun, this mound was constructed by a ruler with a monolithic background, and the 
relationship between Iwayakohun and Ryukakuzi temples is one of continuance. However, this research proves 
that the East-West chambers of Iwayakohun had different backgrounds. This has implications in terms of why 
such a large mound was built in this region. The continuity between Iwayakohun and Ryukakuzi Temple also 
remains questionable. If the measurement system change occurred after the construction of Iwayakohun, the 
ruling system in this region must also have changed. Moreover, it can be inferred that the person who controlled 
these transformations is the one who constructed the new temple using new techniques.
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